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SUMMARY
District heating is one of the most . interesting fields of geothermal energy

application development in Europe. However, besides the technical/technological/econo-
mical and organizational aspects of the problem in question, the related legal and
regulatory aspects influence very much the real possibilities, for wider introduction of this
energy spurce in the state energy balances in most of the countries.

Based on the official EU report for the State-of-the-art of the problem of the
insurance to iover geological risks and necessary aspects to be developed and resolved in
a better and "common " way in order to enable higher investments in bigger projects
(district heating) development, the paper presents the situation in different European
countries in relation to the Macedonian one.

Conclusions extracted should give a positive contribution to the process of the
Macedonian laws accommodation to the common EU practice.

INTRODUCTION

Irrespective of the content of EU policy of aid for the geothermal sector, it would be

easier for such a policy to prove effective immediately if existing national support policies

were brought into some form of alignment. This also holds true if there is already a degree

* The original EC document is published by the EC Directorate General for Transport and

Energy, 1999
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на поедините термо единици да бидат со гасни турбини, а тука не е
исклучена можноста за комбиниран циклус на работа: термо-
центала/топлана.

> За нуклеарна централа секако мора да се размислува во планира-
њето на енергетските единици до 2020 година, како на последна не-
опходна опција.
Од наведените смерници може да се заклучи дека во Р. Македони-

ја не станува збор за конфронтација на електроенергетскиот систем и
енерѓетскихе системи на течни горива (мазут) и енергетскиот систем
на природен гас (Слика 7), туку пред се битно е да се направи компро-
мис помеѓу сопствените (лични) интереси и долгорочните стратешки
определби за енергетскиот развој на Р. Македонија, што ќе рече лич-
ните приоритета да се подредат на стратешките приоритети.

Меѓународно советување за
ТОПЛИФИКАЦИОНИ И КОГЕНЁРАТИВНИ СИСТЕМИ

ВО УРБАНИ СРЕДИНИ И ИНДУСТРИЈА
Охрид (Македонија) - 4 и 5 октомври 2000

Слика 7. Координација на енергетските субјекти
Извори на користени податоци:
1. ИНТЕРАКЦИЈА ПОМЕЃУ ЕЛЕКТРОЕНЕРГЕТСКИОТ СИСТЕМ И

СИСТЕМИТЕ НА ТЕЧНИ ГОРИВА И ГАС НА РЕПУБЛИКА
МАКЕДОНИЈА, магистерски труд одбранет на Електротехнички факултет-
Скопје во просториите на ОКТА Рафинерија на нафта а.д., Скопје, 28 јуни 1999 .

2: -Податоци'од документацијата на ЈП " ЕЛЕКТРОСТОПАНСТВО НА
•-МАКЕДОНИЈА";

3. • Податоци од документацијата на "ТОПЛИФИКАЦИЈА" АД;
4. Податоци од Министерство за Стопанство на Р. Македонија;
5. Податоци од студијата за разво] на енергетскиот сектор за Македонија,

Електротек/Министерство за Стопанство/МАНУ;



of consistency between national rules applicable to this sector of activity in each of the
Member States and countries in process of joining it in coming years.

For this reason, the need for a realistic approach to the problem dictates that is
necessary first to exam the broad outline of the legal context in which any EU action
designed to promote the use of geothermal energy in Europe would necessarily operate.
Having done that it will then be possible to highlight the characteristics of the various
geological risk coverage schemes currently in use.

The problem is of a first class interest also for Macedonia, where gee thermal energy
is one of the rare indigenous energy resources which can give only positive, benefits to the
country energy and economy balance if enabling a proper and intensive process of
development.

1. Positive Law

Laws applicable to geothermal operations in Europe are characterized by their
diversity, both with respect to their origins and responsibility for their enforcement.
* The main European countries whose subsurface contains significant geothermal

resources and which therefore have, enacted regulations applicable to this
sector of activity (France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain) can be divided
into two families on the basis of the origins of the law applicable to ownership and
exploitation of these resources.
The first group consists of all those countries in which geothermal activity is regarded
merely as a subdivision of the miring code.
In this group, which includes Germany, Spain and France, there are very few specific

provisions, that is.to say provisions applicable solely to geothermal operations, and the
role played by government bodies (mainly the State), both at the preliminary permit stage
and during subsequent suspenision of exploitation, is paramount. In addition these
provisions are more concerned with extending existing rules to the mining aspects of

.geothermal activity than with facilitating the exploitation of this natural resource.
The same situation is in the Republic of Macedonia. . ' . .
The second group consists of those countries, where geothermal law is, to a fairly
large extent an autonomous branch of mining law. These are the countries with

. : legislative and regulatory measures, specificr'to geothermal energy as indication of a
clearer understanding of the need to facilitate the development of this sector of
activities. This second approach has been.followed mainly in Italy, Portugal and
Greece. Such an approach is obviously necessaryialso-Jor Macedonia.

* There is another major difference betweenthe .various legal systems in force in
Europe. This concerns the apportionment'orjurisdiction with respect to the
exploration and exploitation of geotherma! resources, in other words between the

" various national and local government authorities.
"' There is a correlation between granting.a^tjighMeyel of prerogative to centralized

national governments and the inclusion of:g'eotfiermat: operations in an existing mining
code, and the appointionment of broader responsibilities ,to local governments in those
countries which have most recently adopted specific measures concerning geothermal
energy. In the latter case, the involvement of local development and a concern to promote
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the exploitation of geothermal energy potential are much more evident. In Macedonia, all
the rights for permissions for exploration, exploitation and vevelopment are still
completelly centralized. That has positive (higher level of professional standards to be
applied, some kind of control existence, etc.) bu also negative aspects to the development
process (very much administration and different "ports" to be opened if wanting "to put in
life" some initiative).

The diversity of situations which is still characteristic of positive law applicable to
geothermal operations does not, however, represent an insurmountable obstacle for the
implementation of an European system of geological risk coverage. In the longer term,
however, the development of a policy of EU aid governing coverage of these risks
presupposes a gradual harmonization of mining laws and related procedures. Process is in
flow, and for all the countries in transition should be very much positive if "being in line"
from the beginning.

2. Characteristics of the geological risk guarantee schemes existing in Europe

One aspect which all these guarantee schemes have in common is that they originate
as public initiatives and draw largely on publi'c funds. In actual practice all .the private
initiatives based oh an "insurance" type logic, have failed.
* The most common practice consists in granting limited financial guarantees,

sometimes in the form of low-interest funding with or without guarantees, but most
often in the form of investment subsidies. These subsidies can take various forms:
Sometimes the subsidy is simply an equipment subsidy, paid as soon as work begins.
This system is in practice, notably in Germany (Bavaria for example) and the only
requirement is that the beneficiary use the subsidy as intended. Macedonia can be
grouped in this, group of countries;
In other countries, the approach adopted is that of an advance which is repaid in case
of success, but which is converted into a subsidy in the case of failure (such as Spain);
Finally, the financial support given can take the form of an availability to pay an ex
post facto subsidy in case of failure (Italy).

* Only France has implemented a comprehensive "short term" geological risk
mechanism (since 1982), that is to say one which is linked to drilling. This guarantee
scheme differs from other existing schemes in Europe as regards both its legal nature
and its financial mechanism:
From a legal standpoint it draws on mutual insurance techniques to cover the
geological risk of the well owners; and
From a financial standpoint, the guarantee scheme was initially started by means of
capital allocation from public funds. This initial allocation has since been
supplemented by private funding in the form of contributions paid by the well owners
who benefit from the guarantee scheme.
Since the guarantee scheme in is both the most comprehensive and has, since its

creation, functioned to the satisfaction of both the public authorities which initiated it and
the well owners whom it guarantees, the first line of approach which suggests itself is to
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examine under what conditions this scheme might serve as a model for implementing a

guarantee scheme capable of expansion to all geothermal operators in the EU.

In any case, it is clear that a period of consultation designed to assess the feasibility of

adopting such a mechanism at the European level and wider, together with the procedures

for extending it to other forms of renewable energies, will be necessary. However, the time

needed to implement a specific EU guarantee initiative should not be overestimated.

In fact; t'le problem is less one of harmonizing existing national initiatives than of

implementing! an EU system of support for geothermal operations which would be

compatible witn current national policies.

>
3. The basis of a geological risk coverage mechanism for the European Union

This section will begin with a review of the requirements which any EU geological

risk coverage scheme must satisfy.

Then the form and the organization of such EU financial aid shall be examined.

For both groups, the situation in Macedonia shall be compared.

3.1. Prerequisites"

The financial arrangements proposed to cover geological risks, irrespective of

implementation procedures, are no exception to the rule that any form of financial aid

relies, for its legitimacy, on objectives and priorities previously and clearly stated by the

EU authorities. Normally, that is still not valid for the countries in transition, i.e. for

Macedonia and the others. .

It is worth pointing out that since 1989 the Commission has striven to promote a

policy of concerted action for the conservation of energy resources. That is the situation in

Macedonia, too, where such policy has been promoted from the early 80-es. '

Similarly, not only would any proposal liable to be made in the field of geological

risk coverage be legitimized by the terms of the 1993 white Paper entitled "Growth

Comp.etjtivity, Employment, Challenges and Pathways for Entering the 21st Century", it

should also be seen in terms of the Council's resolution dated 23.11.95 on the

Commission's Green Paper "For a European Union energy policy". Last, but not least, a

"Green Paper for'a Community Strategy on Renewable energy Sources" is now being

discussed by the European Parliament.

Although the legitimacy of Commission intervention in a field such as renewable

energies seems in principle to be well founded, the proposed guarantee scheme will still

have to satisfy two requirements constantly reaffirmed by EU authorities:

The first requirement is that the guarantees granted must comply with the principle of

"subsidiarity". This" means that the role of any EU intervention is restricted to

supplementing the action of the competent authorities in the Member States.

- "Secondly, such intervention should not encourage the development of a "hand-out"

- mentality on the part of the beneficiaries of EU financial aid.'

It is very similar to the ex-Macedonian or better said ex-Yugoslavian practice, where

the state always supported well proven initiatives but never to the 100% of necessary-

investments "to put them in life". The identification of the investor and major part of the

investment costs (never less than 60%) covered by him has been the obligation without

exception.

* The procedures for implementing the proposed guarantees must, insofar as possible,

be in keeping with existing financial mechanisms and procedures. Moreover, the

system should function in a way that will not increase EU administraton. Again, it's

very similar to the Macedonian practice during the 80-ies, when this prolematics has

been covered by the Ministry of Energy, in the frame of the actions for the local

energy sources development.

In this respect, it would appear that while there are many precedents for the creation

by the EU of financial instruments in the form of European Guarantee Funds, these offer a

highly imperfect solution to the problem posed by geological risk coverage.

None of these funds acts as insurance for well owners or financial institutions, or

offers the possibility of guaranteeing either a portion of the equity which they invest or a

part of the ban which they grant.

One exception only is worthy of mention (unfortunatelly not connected to the

geothermal practice). This concerns the Commission's proposal (Com. 95-546 final) to

create an European Guarantee Fund designed to encourage film production within the

framework of the MEDIA II programme. It is to be noted however, that while the purpose

of this fund is to guarantee European film producing companies, it cannot deal directly

with these companies, but only with financial gobetweens.

The creation of an European geological risk Guarantee Fund, at least on an

experimental basis therefore represents a perfectly plausible hypothesis because it satisfies

the main requirements summarized above. For example, one could use the ALTENER

programme as a basis programme of financial aid for renewable energies, more precisely

in the context of new budgetary availabilities that will be implemented, starting in the year

2000, in the "Energy Framework Programme" This being the case, the characteristics of

this fund will be examined in more detail in terms of nature, guarantees granted and its

organization, in light of the specific characteristics of geological risk coverage.

3.2. The content of the Guarantee

Geological risk, in contrast to the risks involved in the exploitation of other renewable

energies (notably solar energy and wind power), is essentially a technical risk rather than,

strictly speaking, an economic one. The objective of such a guarantee is to definitely

cover, if relevant, losses resulting from a material event - for example if a well produces

little or no heat.

In other words, even if the guarantor has guaranteed a lender, his role is one of insurer

who should thus not be entitled to sue the well other who is in no way responsible for the

event which gave rise to the loss. More generally, the guarantor shall not be subrogated in

the rights of the lender if the.guarantor has guaranteed such lender.

-•• It is precisely for this last reason and because its intervention methods are

incompatible with these requirements, that the idea of calling on trie European Investment

Fund (EIF) had to be abandoned, despite the fact that it is now envisaged to extend the"
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scope of its interventions to questions concerning the environment. The EIF deals with
financial intermediaries which it guarantees and in whose rights it is subrogated with
regard to the debtor when this strictly financial guarantee is brought into play in favor of
the lender. It is therefore obvious that the Guarantee Fund to be created cannot and must
net be called into play except in an insuring capacity.

The primary objective in creating a dedicated Guarantee Fund is to direct new
financial resources, especially those from private investors, towards geothemViI energy
production, rather than to supplement national schemes that offer financial suppc rt for the
development of this sector of activity. Thus, the guarantee granted to the drilling-phase of
a project should cover (in a proportion still to be determined, but which would be laid
town by Guarantee Fund regulations) the banking risk for the part financed by the loan
and/or the investment risk for the part financed by equity. This aspect is of particular
interest for the countries in transition, such as it is Macedonia, which are "starving" for
foreign investors in their (very rich) geothermal resources development.

The objective is that no project will be guaranteed beyond a certain percentage
(compliance with the subsidiarily principle). For example, 70% of the drilling costs, minus
the subsidies granted. The guarantees granted to lending institutions should enable them to
lower interest rates on loans by limiting the margin of risk coverage and by maintaining
thefr debt ratio.

. For its part, the equity risk could be covered first by an undertaking on the part of the
Guarantee Fund to pay a subsidy in case of failure, and also by means of the "set-up"
capital funding technique already applied by the EU to certain SME's (cf Eurotech
Capital). In the specific case of geothermal energy, this latter guarantee would he granted
to national financial institutions specialized in financing these risks.

While the procedures for granting guarantees are relatively straightforward, provided
the agreement is made in accordance with the principle that one is insuring a risk, the same
does not hold true when one seeks to define the precise legal and financial organization of
this geological risk coverage mechanism. Questions such as:
* the origin of the funds;
* the selection of the participants;
* the organization of relationships between them:
* the setting up of ad hoc structures; and
* the procedures for examining requests to benefit from the fund....
must all be resolved.

4. Institutional aspects

From the institutional standpoint, two types of approach can be envisaged.
The first approach which closely resembles current practice in France, assumes that

the main protagonists already share a willingness to cooperate at the European level to
develop the use of their geothermal resources. Two scenarios, differing by the legal status
of the Guarantee Fund are proposed for this first approach:

Commission Scenario; and
Public Pool Scenario.
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The second approach which is more free-market in its thinking, limits itself to

calling on more traditional risk guarantee mechanisms by encouraging insurers to play a

more active role in covering certain geological risks. A single scenario is proposed for the

second approach:
Intervention by Insurers Scenario.

4.1. First approach - Direct coverage

In the first approach, an organization common to the main protagonists would lie at

the heart of the guarantee scheme - Public funding and decentralized management. Two

organizational scenarios can be considered:

Commission Scenario; and

Public Pool Scenario.

These scenarios are differentiated more by the experimental character of the first and

the more permanent character of the second, rather than by the originality of their

structures. It is primarily the legal status of the Guarantee fund that differs.

The "Commission Scenario" is based on the allocation of a budgetary envelope from

EU funds to cover risks. This envelope would be drawn on until exhausted..

The "Public Pool Scenario" is based on the principle of an initial appropriation from

EU funds in the form of a repayable advance designed to "kick-start" a guarantee

scheme which should subsequently be able to operate autonomously.

In both cases, geological risks would be covered by an European Guarantee Fund

which would be managed by a joint organization acting as agent, provided there is the

possibility of delegation.

It's interesting here how the projects in future EU countries shall be managed, i.e.

what's the difference if one or the other scenario shall be accepted. Therefore, it's of

parampount interest of all of them to be activelly involved from the begining in the

process of the development of the relating legislation.

4.2. General scheme

This first approach is based on the overall subsidy technique. This represents a form

of intervention currently permitted within the framework of the structural funds side by

side with the operational programmes (see Article 2 of Framework Regulation 2081.93

and Article 6 of Feder Regulation 2082.93), to the extent that these funds can be delegated.

Since 1991, a number of overall subsidies have been set up at the initiative of the

Commission. These subsidies have been directly allocated to socio-professional bodies

responsible for managing and distributing the EU funds among the final recipients. This

mechanism could therefore be adapted for one of the new fields of activity which have

opened up to the EU since the adoption of the recovery programme in 1993.

The main characteristic of this form of intervention resides in the establishment of a

direct contractual link between the Commission and the intermediary body entrusted with

managing and redistributing the overall EU financial aid made available to it. This would

not, however, entail the EU calling on the services of a plethora of national gobetweens. In
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fact, a single body would be created by the EU which would be entrusted with the
management of EU funds allocated to cover geological risks.

To be approved, an intermediary body would have to prove that it was impartial,
financially solvent, and capable of managing highly technical dossiers.

Concerning the first point, the body would be regarded as sufficiently impartial if the
majority of the members of the body, whose legal status would be that of a European
Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG), were local government authorities of the various
Member States (and countries in process to join the EU?).

For example, only regional government authorities having a significant geothermal
energy resource potential or independent bodies specialized in the field of geothermics,
could be members of the EEIG (both from the present and future members of EU?).

The establishment of close links with specialized national bodies would provide the
EEIG with the technical and management capacity required for the allocation of EU
financial aid. In order to ensure that this condition is respected, the Commission could be
called onto participate in a future preliminary applicant approval procedure.

In light of the similarities which would apparently need to exist between the Short-
Term Guarantee Fund system in force in France, and the proposed European scheme,
SAF-Environnement, which manages the Fren'ch scheme, could share its experience with
the administrative management of the EEIG.

The EEIG would also call on the technical services of a body of independent experts
made up of one expert from each country represented on the EEIG. These experts could be
appointed individually by the various national technical bodies and professional
associations specialized in geothermal questions pertaining to their country.

The main task of this Technical Committee would be to examine the operations and
propose to the EEIG those which appear eligible. The Technical Committee would also
examine all requests to bring the guarantee into play.

The recommendations of the Technical Committee would be taken according to a
criterion of qualified majority. For example, a refusal to grant a guarantee to an operator
would require a qualified majority of the members of the EEIG.

The Commission would be kept informed of all meetings of the EEIG and of the
Technical- Committee Commission 'representatives' could attend such meetings in an
advisory capacity.

If these^conditions are met, the technical; and-impartiality requirements presupposed
by the financial management of the funds allocated bv the EU to cover geological risks
would be satisfied.

In practice, a budgetary envelope could be allocated within the framework of a
Commission programme, for. example at the initiative.of the DCXVII, for geological risk
coverage. Management of the Guarantee Fund set up in this manner would then be
entrusted, by convention, to an EEIG

In order to be eligible to benefit from the fund, an operation would have to be located
oh the territory of one of the local government authorities that was a member of the EEIG.
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The role of the Commission in supervising the implementation of the guarantees by
the EEIG would be defined in the convention to be concluded between the Commission
and the EEIG.

This first structure can be schematically represented as billows.
This first legal and Financial organization of an European geological risk guarantee
scheme is not, however, wholly devoid of disadvantages. Since it relies wholly on funding
of EU origin, whether or not supplemented by national guarantee schemes, there is no
certainty concerning its long term viability. On the other hand, a snore permanent
guarantee scheme could help develop a handout mentality on the part of the operators
unless specific steps were taken to prevent this.

4.3. Comparison between the two scenarios

In the first scenario, the sums allocated by the EU to cover geological risks continue
to belong to the EU budget and the EEIG is merely enpowered as agent to manage this
budget under the supervision of the Commission. The EEIG participates only as manager
of the system.

COMMISSION

CONVENTION

£
TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE

OPERATOR

Fig.l. Schematic representation of the "routing" of a guarantee request dossier

In the second scenario, the initial appropriation of EU funds can be regarded as an
reimbursable advance made to the EEIG. In such a case, EEIG accounting tracks the
operations of the Fund properly speaking, and these operations will contribute to the
formation of its annual result. In other words, it would he the EEIG itself and therefore its
members, rather than an external Fund, which would be responsible for the equilibrium of
the guarantee scheme.
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It should be added that the determination of the annual result of the EEIG, and of the
share attributable to each of its members, is likely to raise delicate problems. In a more
general manner, great care should he taken in analyzing the tax regime of the EEIG, both
as regards taxation of its results and VAT.

In this regard, while it is essential to kick-start the guarantee scheme by providing it
with seed capital, its long-term future can only be ensured if the operators also mak; a
contribution to its imancing (payment of a premium in proportion to the amount
guaranteed and/or payment of a success fee).

In France, the approach adopted to ensure the long-term viability of the Guarantee
scheme was to require well owners to pay a premium in proportion to the amount of the
investment to be guaranteed. As some well owners may find this dissuasive, a more
preferable approach would appear to be to require payment of this premium only in case of
success and subsequent industrial operation of the installation.

According to this approach, every beneficiary of the guarantee would undertake, if
and only if the operation was successful to make a single payment or a number of periodic
payments to the EEIG.

This raises the problem of providing the EEIG with the legal resources necessary to
ensure compliance with this undertaking. To this end the EEIG could, for example at the
time of the fund application, be offered an underwriting by the local Government authority
which is a member of the EEIG in the territory on which the operation benefiting from the
guarantee is located.

Depending on the amounts and duration of their payments, the premiums which well
owners would be requested to pay could not only offer a response to the question of the
long-term viability of the fund by injecting more money into it, but could also be used,
where relevant to gradually pay back the seed capital initially paid by the EU in the form
of repayable advances.

This could give the impression that the differences between the two scenarios boils
down to the fact that the second entails payment of premiums whereas the first does not. If
this were the case, a changeover from one system to the other, would be analyzed as merely
one stage in the consolidation of a guarantee scheme, the financial basis of which not be
modified.

There is, however, a difference of nature between the two scenarios. That concerns
the legal status of the fund:

in the first scenario, the EEIG conducts a classical management of the Fund,
in the second scenario, delegation is broader since the EEIG would have the legal
proprietorship of the funds and definitively take responsibility for geological risk in
return for EU aid. Connected to the paticipation of the countries in transition, a
question appear here about the funds proprietorship of the part paid by legal persons
with origin from them. Shall it be necessary to have "a separate fund", in the frame
of the "central one", to have all of them together, or something different? In any case,
shall it be necessary to make some kind a central EU document for such kind of
financing (to be signed by the countries in transition) or it caan have from the
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begining a treatment of "open document", i.e valid not only for EU countries but also
for the others (at least for the countries in process to join the EU)?

4.4. Second approach

Rather than the French-based experience of decentralized management formulae
applicable to a purely public fund a much less interventionist approach can be envisaged.
As in the previous hypotheses, the Commission would allocate a budgetary envelope
(capital approgramation or repayable advances) to cover the geological risk.

According to this scenario, the interventions of the proposed specialized Fund would
be designed to encourage insurers to become involved in a field in which they have
hitherto been reluctant to involve themselves and. in addition, to allow for a reduction in
the premiums which the well owner would be liable to be asked to pay. It is called the
Intervention by Insurers Scenario.

This would entail adapting methods to the insurance sector which have already
proven their worth in the financial field via the E1F. The Fund would underwrite the
insurers by accepting liability for a part of the risks insured in case of an insured event. It
looks that this approach is more convenient for the countries in transition because

. "lowering down" the level of responsibilities, i.e. direct contacts between the firms are
possible (at least when one is with EU origin).

The system to be setup would comprise, for the most part:
The development of an approved European geological risk insurance contract model;

and
A Technical Committee of independent experts responsible for approving the
operators presented by the insures.
The stages prior to granting the guarantee would include:
Submission of an operation (presentation dossier of the planned operation) to the
Technical Committee, together with a draft insurance contract in accordance with the
European model, jointly by the well owner and the well owners insurer;
Decision by the Technical Committee; and
The possibility to appeal the decision of the Technical Committee in the case that
approval of an operation is refused.
The modus operandi proposed here is very similar to that applied in France to cover

long-term geothermal risks (modification of the characteristics of the resource during
exploitation).

One of the main questions which will have to he resolved will be the excess
applicable to the Fund, on which its dimensioning will depend. This question can only be
resolved, however by ongoing consultations with the insurers. Consideration should also
be given to the possible advantage of issuing EU-wide (and in countries in transition?)
calls to tender targeted at such insurers on the basis of a precise job specification, since
they have hitherto been highly reluctant to cover. This type of risk other important
question concerns liability for the operating cost of this guarantee mechanism because
even though the operation of the Technical Committee will undoubtedly be less costly
than that of a specific European Guarantee Fund, it will nevertheless have a cost. The
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simplest solution would normally be to ask those well owners who benefit from an
insurance guarantee to pay a contribution calculated in proportion to the amount of the
investment to be insured.

CONCLUSION

The destiny of geothermal energy development, particularly when more expensive

projecst are in question (district heating systems for example), depends very much on the

solution of covering the risks connected to the particular nature of the energy source in

question. There is no doubt, from the investors point of view, that no finacier shall go in

projects with uncovered risks and, taking into account that geothermal projects consist a

list of risks (geological ones to be the most serious), it's not strange that local and regional

communies avoid to go in such projects.

The problem is already indentified in some EU countries (particularly France), where

geothermal application is more developed than in the others, and some actions to resolve

the problem are already in flow. However, it came that the solution is neither simple nor

easy to be implemented. There are several modes to resotve the problem on disposal,

however, all of them'conditions a process of active collaboration between EU bodies,

national and regional ones, insurance companies, possible investors, well operators, etc.

It is a particularly complicated situation for the countries in transition. They have

richer potential on disposal, interesting for investors from EU countries. However,

uncertainity of investitions is the major reasons why still (practically) nobody goes in

higher investments there. Therefore, if intending to resolve the present negative situation,

countries in transition should find the interest to join the process of definition and legal

regulation of the problems in question. Otherwise, even best solutions applied in EU shall

ot be on their disposal. That shal be negative, both for the economies of EC and countries

in transition.
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KOrEHEPATHBHA rACHOTYPEHHCKA HOCTPOJKA
CO MAJIA MOK BO Afl."KOMYHA'-CKOIIJE

KoHduaniuuH JJHMHTPOB
Cjiaee APMEHCKH
Hone TAUIEBCKH'

P E 3 H M E

<I>a6pHKaTa 3a xapraja Afl . " K O M Y H A " -Ciconje, BO TexHOjiouiKHOT npou.ec
KopHCTH cyBO3acirreHa napa on concTBeHa KOTTiapioma (npHTHCOK 16 bar H KanauirreT 2x8
Vh), H eneKTpmiHa eHeprHJa, Koja ce KynyBa ofl ejieicrpoeHepreTCKHOT CHcrew Ha P. Matce-

Ja. Co BJieryBaaeTO BO ynoTpeoa Ha npHpoflHHOT rac, KaKO H3BOp Ha eHeprnja, ce
MOSCHOCT «eji OA noTpe6HaTa eJieKTpiraHa eHeprnja fla ce .nporoBe^e BO KpyroT Ha

:pa6pHKaTa, BO concTBeHa KoreHepaTHBHa nocrpojKa.

Bo OBOJ Tpyfl e aHajiH3HpaHa KoreHepaTHBHa nocrpoJKa co racHa Typ6nHa, HaMe-
aeTa 3a npoH3BORCTBO Ha ejieicrpHHHa eHepraja. TacoBHTe, no H3Jie3OT on racHaTa Typ-
5nHa, ce BHecyBaaT BO nocroJHHTe KOTJIH- Steamblock, THTI ST8Q0.

Bo TpyAOT e aHajiH3HpaHa noTpooiyBaHKaTa Ha npHpofleH rac, ejieKTpfrraaTa eH-
;prHja IDTO inosKe fla ce flo6He BO racHOTypSHHCKaTa nocrpoJKa, BKyrmHTe HHBecTHnjioHH

a, ueHaTa Ha flo6HeHaTa eHepraja H BpeMeTO Ha Bpa£aa>e Ha BJioaceHwre crpefl-

npodp. fl-p. KoHcraHTHH flHMHTPOB,
ripodp. fl-p. OiaBe APMEHCKH,
Ace. M-p. JJoHe TAIHEBCKH,
MauiHHCKH
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